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ABSTRACT: The redox properties of Ni complexes
bound to a new ligand, [DMC-nit]+, where a N-
heterocyclic nitrenium group is anchored on a 1,4,8,11-
tetraazacyclotetradecane backbone, have been examined
using spectroscopic and DFT methods. Ligand-based
[(DMC-nit)Ni]2+/+ reduction and metal-based [(DMC-
nit)Ni]2+/3+ oxidation processes have been established for
the [(DMC-nit)Ni]+/2+/3+ redox series, which represents
the first examples of nitrenium nitrogen (Nnit)-bound first-
row transition-metal complexes. An unprecedented bent
binding mode of Nnit in [(DMC-nit)Ni]2+ is observed,
which possibly results from the absence of any Nnit→Ni σ-
donation. For the corresponding [(DMC-nit)Ni(F)]2+

complex, σ-donation is dominant, and hence a coplanar
arrangement at Nnit is predicted by DFT. The binding of
the triazolium ion to Ni enables new chemistry (formate
oxidation) that is not observed in a derivative that lacks
this functional group. Thus the N-heterocyclic nitrenium
ligand is a potentially useful and versatile reagent in
transition-metal-based catalysis.

Transition-metal complexes are at the heart of organo-
metallic chemistry and homogeneous catalysis.1 Very often

the bound ligands are anionic or neutral species. However,
cationic ligands ligated to a transition metal are also known in a
few cases.2,3 Notably, for the positively charged ligands (L+), π-
acidity rather than σ-basicity of L+ must be considered as the
decisive factor for the stability of their transition-metal
complexes, and the efficacy of stabilizing influences such as low
formal oxidation state and high atomic number of the metal (M)
can be traced to the stabilization of the M→L+ π-bond. The
weaker π-acceptance ability of a cationic N atom, relative to P and
As atoms, may explain why the nitrenium ion has the weakest
binding ability among all theN-heterocyclic carbene-type ligands
of the Group 15 p-block elements.3 Notably, N-heterocyclic
nitrenium (NHN) ions were, until very recently, unknown to
behave as ligands. By incorporating the triazolium ring within a
pincer-type system, Gandelman et al.3a demonstrated coordina-
tion of nitrenium ions to electron-rich transition metals like
Rh(I) and Ru(II) in both the solid and solution states. This study
filled a missing link in the series of both fundamentally and

practically important N-heterocyclic carbenes and their ana-
logues, which have become ubiquitous in the fields of transition
metal and organic catalysis.4

Interestingly, all reported [(NHN)-M] (M = Ru(II), Rh(I))
complexes are found to be planar at the nitrenium nitrogen (Nnit)
atom.3a However, in the complexes of the N-heterocyclic
phosphenium and arsenium ligands, which are heavier analogues
of NHN, both planar and pyramidal geometries at the central P
or As atoms have been observed.3Whereas both σ-donation from
the filled sp2 hybrid orbital of P or As and π-acceptance into the
unoccupied p-π orbital ensure planar coordination, the presence
of a π-interaction alone results in a pyramidal geometry at P or
As.3e We initiated the present study to investigate whether the
planar geometric situation would persist for NHN complexes of
first-row transition metals, which are weaker σ-donors and π-
acceptors, as compared to their heavier congeners. Accordingly,
we designed a new ligand system [DMC-nit]+, where a triazolium
ring is anchored on a well-investigated5,6 cyclam (1,4,8,11-
tetraazacyclotetradecane) backbone, and studied its coordina-
tion chemistry with nickel.
Coupling of the nitrenium precursor 1,3-di-(2′-bromoethyl)-

benzotriazolium bromide3a with 1,8-dimethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraaza-
cyclotetradecane in a basic medium led to initial formation of the
benzotriazolium-capped cyclam bromide (Figures S1 and S2),
which upon anion exchange with KPF6 or NaBPh4 yielded the
desired [DMC-nit]+ ligand cation (Scheme S1) as PF6

− or BPh4
−

salts (Figures S3−S5). Reactions of equimolar amounts of
[DMC-nit]X (X = PF6 or BPh4) and Ni(cod)2 (cod = 1,5-
cyclooctadiene) in CH3CN afforded the purple [(DMC-
nit)Ni]X2 ([1]-(X)2; X = PF6 or BPh4) complexes in ∼35−
50% yield (Scheme 1); formation of [1]-(X)2 is accompanied by
1e− oxidation of Ni(0) and concomitant reduction of [DMC-
nit]X, in agreement with the observation that the yields of [1]-
(X)2 never exceeded 50% of the ligand. Electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) of [1]-(PF6)2 shows a prominent
peak at m/z = 458.259 (calcd: 458.254) (Figure S6). X-ray
analysis of single crystals of [1]-(PF6)2 confirmed coordination
of [DMC-nit]+ as a pentadentate ligand, with the cyclam
macrocycle adopting a trans-I configuration6 and the central
nitrogen (Nnit) of the benzotriazolium residue bound at the
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apical position of a distorted square pyramid (SQP; τ = 0.48;7

Scheme 1 inset). Interestingly, [1]-(PF6)2 is pyramidal at the Nnit
center and has a coordination geometry (sum of all angles (∠sum)
= 332°)7 consistent with a nonbonding lone pair still present on
Nnit. Thus, in contrast to the previously reported benzotriazo-
lium-bound Rh(I) complexes,3a which involved both σ- and π-
interactions leading to a coplanar arrangement, the bonding in
[1]-(PF6)2 can be described as primarily M→L+ π-bonding; the
lone pair of electrons on Nnit, located in the sp

2 hybrid orbital, do
not participate in bonding to the metal center (see also results of
DFT calculation below).
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of [1]-(X)2 (X = PF6 or BPh4) in

CH3CN at room temperature reveals one reversible oxidation
wave centered at −0.51 V vs Fc+/Fc and a reversible reduction
wave centered at −1.71 V (Figures 1 and S7) in each case.

Coulometric measurements show that both oxidation and
reduction correspond to 1e− processes. Interestingly, the CV
of [DMC-nit]+ exhibits a reversible reduction (−1.77 V vs Fc+/
Fc) at a potential very similar to the potential associated with the
[1]2+/+ process. The CV of the previously reported [(TMC)-
Ni]OTf (TMC = 1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclote-
tradecane) complex8 was also measured for comparison, as it
lacks the benzotriazolium residue. In this case a single reversible

NiI/II oxidation wave centered at −1.22 V vs Fc+/Fc was
observed. We assign the reduction in [1]-(X)2 as ligand-centered
and the oxidation as metal-centered, corroborated by X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS, see below). The 700 mV positive
shift of the NiI/II potential in [1]-(X)2 relative to [(TMC)Ni]-
OTf reflects the strong π-acceptance property of the bound
benzotriazolium residue in [1]-(X)2.
The absorption spectrum (Figure 1) of [1]-(PF6)2 displays

two intense absorption maxima at 538 nm (ε = 11 500 M−1

cm−1) and 786 nm (ε = 10 000 M−1 cm−1). We tentatively assign
these bands to metal-to-ligand charge-transfer type (Ni(I) to
benzotriazolium transition), which are absent in [(TMC)Ni]-
OTf,8 as well as in the electrochemically generated 1e−-oxidized
[2]3+ and 1e−-reduced [3]+ complexes. The EPR spectrum of a
frozen solution of [1]-(PF6)2 (Figure 1) in CH3CN at 77 K
shows a slightly anisotropic signal (gx = 2.22, gy = 2.20, gz =
2.18),9 which supports the Ni(I) formulation of [1]-(PF6)2.
[1]-(PF6)2 can also be chemically oxidized by using 1 equiv of

ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate in CH3CN under anaerobic
conditions to yield a green powder of [(DMC-nit)Ni(F)](PF6)2,
[2-F]-(PF6)2, in ∼73% yield. [2-F]-(PF6)2 is EPR silent, and in
its 1H NMR spectrum (Figure S8) 12 paramagnetically shifted
resonances are observed, which may indicate the presence of an
octahedral (Oh) Ni(II) (d8, S = 1) center (see XAS studies
below). Interestingly, the number and relative integration of
these resonances suggest that the trans-I configuration of the
cyclam macrocycle is preserved in [2-F]-(PF6)2. ESI-MS (Figure
S9) of a solution of isolated [2-F]-(PF6)2 in CH3CN shows a
prominent peak at m/z = 238.626 (calcd: 238.627), with an
isotope distribution pattern consistent with its formulation as
[(DMC-nit)Ni(F)]2+. Subsequent studies showed that the
presence of fluoride, possibly abstracted from the tetrafluoro-
borate anion, is necessary to stabilize the high positive charge of
the [(DMC-nit)NiII]3+ core in [2-F]-(PF6)2. Accordingly, [2-
CH3CN]-(BPh4)3 (Oh Ni

II; S = 1 from 1H NMR; Figure S10),
generated in the reaction of [1]-(BPh4)2 with ferrocenium
tetraphenylborate, is extremely unstable. In the absence of any
external fluoride donors and excess oxidant, it is spontaneously
converted to the starting Ni(I) complex, [1]-(BPh4)2 (Figure
S11); the electron necessary for the reduction of [2-CH3CN]-
(BPh4)3 to [1]-(BPh4)2 is presumably provided by the BPh4

−

anion.10 EPR-silent yellowish-brown solutions of [(DMC-
nit)Ni]PF6 ([3]-(PF6)) could be chemically generated by the
reduction of [1]-(PF6)2 with excess KC8.

1H NMR of [3]-(PF6)
shows all the resonances within δ = 0 to +10 ppm, confirming an
S = 0 ground state; ESI-MS shows the molecular ion peak atm/z
= 458.254 (Figure S12).
X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopic studies (XANES;

Figures 2A and S13) were performed at the Ni K-edge to directly
probe the metal oxidation states in [1]-(PF6)2, [2-F]-(PF6)2, and
[3]-(PF6) and provide support for the electrochemically derived
assignments. [1]-(PF6)2 exhibits an edge inflection energy of
∼8341.2 eV, with a shoulder along the rising edge at 8336.3 eV
corresponding to a 1s→4p shakedown transition,11 in accord
with the known SQP structure of this complex. A broad 1s→3d
pre-edge peak is present at 8331.4 eV, with a peak area of ∼8.1
units. XANES of [2-F]-(PF6)2 shows a +2.8 eV blue-shift of the
edge inflection energy to 8344.0 eV, relative to [1]-(PF6)2,
supporting metal-centered oxidation to the Ni(II) state. The
1s→3d pre-edge transition has also blue-shifted by ∼0.5 to
8332.0 eV and weakened in intensity. Most notably, [2-F]-(PF6)2
lacks the diagnostic 1s→4p shakedown transition shoulder on
the rising edge, providing strong evidence for a 6C Oh nickel site

Scheme 1. Formation of [1]2+, [2-F]2+, and [3]+ and the
Reactivity of [2-F]2+ with Formatea

aThe central nitrogen of the benzotriazolium residue is called Nnit
herein. Inset: Structure of one of the two crystallographically
independent molecules in crystals of [1]-(PF6)2. ST = total spin.

Figure 1. Left: Cyclic voltammetry of [DMC-nit]+, [1]-(PF6)2, and
[(TMC)Ni]OTf complexes recorded in CH3CN solutions containing
0.10 M NBu4PF6. L

•/+ represents the [(DMC-nit)]+/0 couple. Right:
Absorption spectra of [1]2+, [2-F]2+, and [3]+ in CH3CN at 25 °C. Inset:
X-band EPR spectra of [1]-(PF6)2 in a frozen CH3CN solution at 77 K.
For simulation parameters see text and Figure S15.
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in this complex.11 Finally, XANES of [3]-(PF6) shows an
unexpected 1.8 eV blue-shif t in edge inflection energy to 8343.0
eV relative to [1]-(PF6)2. This suggests that the reducing agent
imparts a significant increase in the Ni effective nuclear charge
(Zeff). Most importantly, the existence of a 1s→3d pre-edge
transition at an identical position (8331.4 eV) relative to [1]-
(PF6)2 indicates that [3]-(PF6) does not contain a d

10 Ni0 center.
The Ni site in [3]-(PF6) is likely to still be 5C SQP, given that the
1s→4p shakedown transition is present at 8335.9 eV and similar
in intensity to [1]-(PF6)2.
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis

reveals further structural details (Figure 2B−D). For [1]-(PF6)2,
the first coordination sphere could be satisfactorily fitted by five
nitrogen scatterers at a distance of 2.11 Å (Table S1, fit 8). While
the outer-shell features could be accounted for by several single
scattering paths involving 14N/C at 2.94 Å, 4C at 3.45 Å, 2C at
3.97 Å, and 2C at 5.34 Å, the fit could be significantly improved
by introducing multiple scattering paths involving elements of
the cyclam and triazolium moieties. In general, the metrical
parameters obtained for [1]-(PF6)2 are in agreement with the
molecular structure determined by X-ray crystallography,
confirming that the solid-state structure is retained in frozen
CH3CN solutions of [1]-(PF6)2. For [2-F]-(PF6)2, the best fit
(Table S1, fit 8) of the Ni EXAFS consists of two subshells of one
fluorine scatterer at 1.93 Å and five nitrogen scatterers at 2.12 Å,
supporting a six-coordinate Ni center in [2-F]-(PF6)2, in
agreement with the XANES and DFT studies (see below). Fits
to a single shell of six nitrogen scatterers at 2.11 Å produced a
significant decrease in fit quality (Table S1, fits 3 and 9). Analysis
of the EXAFS data of [3]-(PF6) was less straightforward. [3]-
(PF6) has much weaker EXAFS and Fourier-transform intensity
compared to the other two complexes. The best fit (Table S1, fit
10) requires two subshells consisting of one nitrogen scatterer at
1.85 Å and three nitrogen scatterers at 2.06 Å. Notably, the latter
shell has a very large Debye−Waller factor, consistent with a
disordered distribution of bond lengths rather than a narrowly
constrained range. We note that EXAFS supports a four-
coordinate Ni center in [3]-(PF6), and the XANES points to a
five-coordinate Ni site. DFT calculations for [3]-(PF6) (see

below) show that both four- and five-coordinate states are
feasible. Thus, the weak EXAFS intensity of [3]-(PF6) and large
bond disorder may be attributable to destructive interference
caused by the simultaneous existence of four- and five-coordinate
Ni sites in the EXAFS sample of [3]-(PF6).
DFT calculations were carried out for the [1]2+, [2-F]2+, and

[3]+ cations to obtain deeper insights into their electronic
structures. For spin-doublet [1]2+, the computed Ni−Nnit
distance, 2.082 Å, and average Ni−N(cyclam) distance, 2.18 Å,
are in good agreement with the experimentally determined
values of 2.021(3) and 2.149(3) Å, respectively (Table S2, Figure
S14).7 Moreover, the distorted SQP (τ = 0.48) geometry at Ni
and the pyramidal geometry (∠sum = 332°) at Nnit are well
reproduced in the calculation (calcd: τ = 0.48 and ∠sum = 338).7

Furthermore, the computational prediction of the EPR spectrum
of [1]2+ is in good accord with the experiment (Table S3, Figure
S15). Interestingly, the bent binding mode of Nnit is predicted to
persist in the DFT-optimized structure of the hypothetical
[NiI(cyclam)(benzotriazolium)]2+ complex, which lacks any
ethylene linkers between the cyclam and the benzotriazolium
residue and methyl substituents on the cyclam nitrogens (Figure
S16). This may indicate that the conformation of Nnit in [1]

2+ is
not determined by steric constraints imposed by the [DMC-nit]+

ligand. Further insights were obtained from the nature of the
singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) of [1]2+, which
features an antibonding combination of the Ni dx2−y2 orbital with
the N4 lone pairs of the cyclam ligand (Figure S17). Thus, the d9

“hole” of the Ni(I) center is located in the N4 plane of cyclam,
which is orthogonal to the plane of the Nnit atom. Hence, Nnit→
Ni σ-donation is negligible, as also indicated in the natural bond
orbital (NBO) analysis12 (Table S4) by the nearly identical
occupancy of the Nnit sp

2 lone pairs in [1]2+ (1.92e−) and free
[DMC-nit]+ (1.94e−). In the absence of σ-donation, repulsive
interactions between electrons of the Ni-centered dz2 orbital and
of the Nnit lone pair possibly explains the pyramidal geometry at
Nnit in [1]

2+. NBO analysis also reveals that the Ni−Nnit bond in
[1]2+ features a dominating π-interaction, as evidenced by the
transfer of 0.29e− from the metal to the π-system of the
triazolium ring.
A reasonable agreement between the calculated structures of

[2-F]2+ and [3]+ cations and the EXAFS experiments further
validates our theoretical methods (Figure S14, Table S1). For [2-
F]2+ the ground state is calculated to be a triplet, consistent with
experiment. Since [2-F]-(PF6)2 was generated in CH3CN, which
is a potential ligand, we also calculated the structure of the [2-
CH3CN]

3+ species with a bound CH3CN instead of a fluoride.
While DFT calculations also support a ST = 1 ground state for [2-
CH3CN]

3+, the calculated geometry shows a set of four shorter
Ni−N distances of 2.17 Å and two long Ni−N distances of 2.34
Å, which is not in agreement with the EXAFS studies (Table S1).
Notably, oxidation of [1]2+ to [2-F]2+ or [2-CH3CN]

3+ involves
the loss of an electron from the dz2 orbital, and the additional
SOMO in [2-F]2+ or [2-CH3CN]

3+ is given by an antibonding
combination of the dz2 orbital and Nnit lone pair (Figure S18).
This explains the increased Nnit→Ni σ-donation in [2-F]2+ and
[2-CH3CN]

3+ with respect to [1]2+, as evident from the NBO
analysis (Tables S5 and S6), also reflected in the predicted nearly
coplanar geometry at Nnit in [2-F]2+ and [2-CH3CN]

3+ (Figure
S14). Furthermore, in contrast to [1]2+, no significant π-back-
donation from Ni occurs in [2-F]2+ and [2-CH3CN]

3+.
For the [3]+ cation, the ground state can be best described by a

broken-symmetry (BS) solution, where the Ni is in a five-
coordinate geometry (Figure S14) and a Ni-based dxz orbital is

Figure 2. Normalized Ni K-edge XANES spectra for [1]-(PF6)2, [2-F]-
(PF6)2, and [3]-PF6 (A) and the Fourier-transformed Ni K-edge EXAFS
spectra of [1]-(PF6)2 (B), [2-F]-(PF6)2 (C), and [3]-(PF6) (D).
Expansions of the 1s→3d and 1s→4p transitions are shown in the inset
of (A). The insets of (B), (C), and (D) depict the k3χ(k) EXAFS data
and best fits.
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coupled antiferromagnetically to a Nnit-based ligand radical
(Figure S19), thereby resulting in a ST = 0 state. The closed-shell
(CS) calculation for [3]+, however, reveals a four-coordinate
geometry (Figure S14), with one of the N atoms of the [DMC-
nit]+ macrocycle remaining out of the coordination sphere.
Interestingly, the CS state is only 3 kcal/mol higher in energy
than the BS state. This implies that [3]+ may coexist in both four-
and five-coordinate states, which may account for the structural
disorder observed in the EXAFS experiments. Notably, [3]+

involves a reduced ligand in both the CS and BS states, in full
agreement with the experiment; the population of the π-system
of the triazolium ring is calculated to be 0.74e− and 0.91e− larger
in [3]+ for the CS and BS states (Tables S7 and S8), respectively,
than in the free ligand.
Recently, it has been shown that, for a series of Ni(II)

complexes, the presence of a basic pendant amine on the ligand
backbone plays an important role in the oxidation of formate to
carbon dioxide and a proton.13 With the availability of [1]-
(PF6)2, [2-F]-(PF6)2, and [3]-(PF6), we decided to investigate
the role of the Lewis-acidic nitrenium cation in the nickel-
mediated formate oxidation reactions. Although the Ni(I)
centers in [1]-(PF6)2 and [3]-(PF6) are unable to bind and
oxidize formate, the Ni(II) complex [2-F]-(PF6)2 is reduced to 1
(45% yield) in the presence of NBu4HCO2*HCO2H or
(HNEt3)HCO2

13 in CH3CN at 25 °C (Figure S20); CO2 is
produced in 40% yield. Interestingly, reaction of the correspond-
ing [(TMC)Ni]2+ complex that lacks the benzotriazolium
backbone does not lead to formate oxidation; instead a stable
[(TMC)Ni(HCO2)]

+ adduct is formed, the molecular structure
of which, as determined by X-ray crystallography (Figure S21),
shows a five-coordinate SQP nickel center with the formate
bound at the apical position through oxygen.
In summary, we have synthesized and characterized Ni(I) and

Ni(II) complexes of a new N-heterocyclic nitrenium ligand,
[DMC-nit]+, and established an unprecedented bent binding
mode of the nitrenium nitrogen to the Ni(I) center that is
apparently caused by the presence of a nonbonding electron pair
in the Nnit sp

2 hybrid orbital. [DMC-nit]+ is a potential non-
innocent ligand and can be reversibly reduced by one electron to
a neutral ligand π-radical species, both in the free state and when
coordinated to a Ni(I) center. Thus, the nitrenium ligands can be
considered as NO+ surrogates,2e not only because they are
cationic and non-innocent, but also because they can adopt
planar or pyramidal coordination modes, analogous to the linear
and bent coordination modes of metal nitrosyls.1a Furthermore,
we have shown that the electrophilic property of a Ni(II) center
containing a bound nitrenium ligand can be utilized successfully
in the oxidation of formate, thereby supporting the N-
heterocyclic nitrenium ligand as a potentially useful and versatile
reagent in transition-metal-based catalysis. Further studies of the
reactivities of [1]-(PF6)2, [2-F]-(PF6)2, and [3]-(PF6) are
currently underway in our laboratory, along with possible
extension of the coordination chemistry of [DMC-nit]+ to other
first-row transition metals and their application in catalysis.
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